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Praise for Serious Performance Consulting According to Rummler    

    

    "Before there was 'lean,' before there was TQM, before there was knowledge management, and before there were any one-minute cures, there was Geary Rummler preaching and practicing performance technology. With Serious Performance Consulting According to Rummler, we see how important this technology can be in the right hands."
    —Ron Zemke, certified performance technologist, senior editor of Training magazine, and coauthor of Service Magic: The Art of Amazing Your Customers    

    "The idea behind Serious Performance Consulting According to Rummler is as simple as it is brilliant: Take a successful project and let the reader follow the performance consultant through the project. Geary Rummler tops it off with a play-by-play commentary in which he explains the consultant's reasoning and offers the reader the benefit of his experience."
    —Klaus Wittkuhn, certified performance technologist and management consultant, Germany and South Africa    

    "No smoke, no mirrors, no double-talk. This is much more than a how-to book; it's a professional development plan for any performance consultant who wants to master the craft."
    —John Coné, former chief learning officer, Dell Computer, and consultant in organizational learning    

    "Rummler shares a wealth of practical, down-to-earth lessons based on more than 35 years of experience. This is a book to be treasured by novice performance consultants and old pros alike."
    —Pat McMahon, certified performance technologist and Six Sigma black belt, Sun Microsystems    

    "The contrast Rummler draws between performance consulting 'lite' and serious performance consulting captures the reality we face and shows the way to do it right."
    —Dale M. Brethower, professor emeritus, Western Michigan University, and senior consultant, Performance-Based Systems, LLC    

    "This in-depth look at the real work involved in performance consulting will help you determine if you have the 'right stuff' to be a serious performance consultant."
    —Debbie Titus, certified performance technologist and managing HR business partner, The Williams Companies    

    "Based on science and practice, this book is the one to have."
    —Roger Kaufman, certified performance technologist, professor emeritus at Florida State University, and director of Roger Kaufman & Associates    

    "Rummler articulates a model that sets the standard for both the internal and external organizational performance specialist."
    —A. William Wiggenhorn, former president, Motorola University

       About the Author
   

Dr. Geary A. Rummler is the founding Partner of the Performance Design Lab. Prior to founding the Performance Design Lab, Geary was the founding partner of The Rummler-Brache Group. Dr. Rummler was a pioneer in the application of instructional and performance technologies to organizations and brings this experience to the issue of organization effectiveness. His clients in the private sector have included the sales, service and manufacturing functions of the aircraft, automobile, steel, food, rubber, office equipment, pharmaceutical, telecommunications, chemical and petroleum industries; as well as the retail banking, and airline industries. He has also worked with such federal agencies as IRS, SSA, HUD, GAO and DOT. Dr. Rummler's research and consulting have taken him to Europe, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, China and Mexico.     
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Motor Neurone Disease: The 'At Your Fingertips' GuideClass Publishing, 2003

	Motor Neurone Disease (MND) is a progressive disorder of the nervous system. Its effects on the body can be so severe that it eventually changes the lives of those affected and hence those of their families, friends and work colleagues. Motor Neurone Disease (MND) – the ‘at your fingertips’ guide is packed full of sensible...
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IPod+iTunes for Windows and MAC in a SnapSams Publishing, 2005
You're driving to work and your favorite new song comes on the radio. A few hours later, you find yourself humming the tune as you work on reports. By the end of the day, your coworkers want to muzzle you because now they all also have that song stuck in their heads. Time for some new music? All you need is an iPod and ...
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Femtosecond Optical Frequency Comb: Principle, Operation and ApplicationsSpringer, 2004
This book provides an introductory description of mode-locked lasers, the connection between time and frequency descriptions of their output and the physical origins of the electric field dynamics, together with an overview of applications of femtosecond comb technology. Individual chapters go into more detail on mode-locked laser development,...
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Guide to Computer Forensics and InvestigationsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	The rapid advance of technology has changed and influenced how we think about gathering digital
	evidence. Soon after the attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City on September 11,
	2001, many young men and women volunteered to serve their country in different ways. For those
	who did not choose the military, options included...
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Beginning Game Audio ProgrammingPremier Press, 2003
No matter how exciting the game and how realistic the visual effects, without catchy audio in the background it’s obvious that something is missing. New developments in technology enable you to do things with audio that weren’t possible before, but they also make it necessary to find a guide that walks you through the technical hurdles....
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Adams and Victor's Principles of Neurology (8th Edition)McGraw-Hill, 2005
A new take on the classic, definitive text on the full spectrum of neurology. Reflecting a modern approach to neurology, Adams and Victor’s Principles of Neurology, 8/e new format highlights a more complete and accessible approaches to treatment and clinical management strategies. This thoroughly revised edition...
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